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Description

I think it would be useful to log people who are added/join and removed from/leave projects, and have this information appear in the

activity page. I can write a patch for this, if anyone else is interested.

History

#1 - 2008-05-07 00:38 - Chris Platts

I can see this being useful in my company's installation.  One group of our projects deals with the tasks needed to bring a new client online.  During

this process, the client may be handled by different Contract Managers.  It'd be quite nice to have a log of who handled the client during this time.

It would be great if the log could be filtered by Role so that, in my case, it would only show the comings and goings of users in the Contract Manager

role.

Cool idea :)

#2 - 2008-05-07 10:31 - Tommy Jensen

Agreed. +1 :)

#3 - 2008-05-07 20:02 - Carl Nygard

+1

It would be even more useful to send an email notice when someone is added to s group, so they become aware of the project.

#4 - 2008-05-27 15:44 - Mateo Murphy

Just a quick update: I'm almost done with this, however I'm going to hold off the more advanced functionality for a second patch.

#5 - 2008-06-26 18:26 - Chris Platts

Mateo Murphy wrote:

Just a quick update: I'm almost done with this, however I'm going to hold off the more advanced functionality for a second patch.

 Hi Mateo,

Just wondering what happened with the patch? :)

If you're still looking into this, I wonder if there's another feature that could be relevant.  It'd be quite handy for users to be notified by email when

they're added to a project (perhaps with a customisable email template?)  Something like:

Dear [USERNAME],

You've just been added as a [ROLE] to the project [PROJECTNAME].  

Depending on your Email Notification settings ([LINK_TO_ACCOUNT_SETTINGS_PAGE]), 

you may receive email notifications about new and updated issues in this project.

 I quite frequently find myself emailing other users telling them that I've added them to a project!

Cheers,

Chris

#6 - 2008-06-26 20:55 - Stephanie Collett

+1 This would be handy in my work environment as well.
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#7 - 2008-06-27 01:32 - Mateo Murphy

Hi,

I actually finished the patch a while ago, but it has not yet been applied. You can take  look at #1333.

Cheers,

mateo

#8 - 2016-09-13 16:17 - Benjamin Schunn

I think this should be moved to a separate plugin.
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